1230 News at a glance

IN DEPTH

1233 BIOELECTRONICS HERALD THE RISE OF THE CYBORG
Flexible plastic electronics can be wedded to brain tissue to monitor neural chatter By R. F. Service

1234 NASA SENSOR TO STUDY SPACE JUNK THE SIZE OF DUST
Data could help satellitemakers avoid deadly microdebris By I. Loomis

1235 NATIONS PUT SCIENCE BEFORE FISHING IN THE ARCTIC
Historic fishing ban gives scientists time to probe ecology as northern waters warm By H. Hoag

1236 CUBAN PANEL CLAIMS STRESS CAUSED MYSTERY ILLNESSES
Report finds hypothesis of “sonic weapon” implausible By R. Stone

1237 TO HELP SAVE THE HEART, IS IT TIME TO RETIRE CHOLESTEROL TESTS?
Measuring a blood protein, apoB, might save more lives By M. Leslie

1239 SCIENCE GROUPS URGE CHANGES AS CONGRESS NEARS FINAL TAX BILL
Several provisions seen as harming research and education By D. Malakoff

FEATURE

1240 LAST STANDS
Foresters and ecologists face off over the future of Europe’s oldest forest By E. Stokstad

INSIGHTS

1252 CAN DAMS BE DESIGNED FOR SUSTAINABILITY?
Dam design on the Mekong River can help to support water, energy, and fisheries needs By N. L. Poff and J. D. Olden ▶ RESEARCH ARTICLE P. 1270

1253 PUTTING the RuBisCo PIECES TOGETHER
Scientists find a way to build the major plant enzyme RuBisCO in bacteria By T. O. Yeates and N. M. Wheatley ▶ RESEARCH ARTICLE P. 1272

1254 COHERENT NANOPARTICLES IN CALCITE
A toughening strategy known to metallurgists is also used by the brittlestar By D. M. Duffy ▶ REPORT P. 1294

1255 TRP’ING UP CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE
Blockade of a specific calcium channel can slow chronic kidney disease progression By J.-J. Chung and A. S. Shaw ▶ REPORT P. 1332

1257 CONCERNS FOR OZONE RECOVERY
Climate change mitigation and compliance with the Montreal Protocol are crucial for ozone layer recovery By Q. Liang et al.

POLICY FORUM

1259 SAVING LIVES BY REGULATING GUNS: EVIDENCE FOR POLICY
Despite obstacles, research is clarifying gun-policy impacts By P. J. Cook and J. J. Donohue ▶ REPORT P. 1324; PODCAST

BOOKS ET AL.

1244 SB&F PRIZES FOR EXCELLENCE IN SCIENCE BOOKS

LETTERS

1262 EU CAN HELP SPAIN’S ENDANGERED SEABIRD
By D. Oro and T. Guilford

1262 BROAD CONSERVATION: PROTECT THE UNKNOWNS
By P. Garcia-Diaz and P. Cassey

1263 QUAKE WARNING FUNDS ON SHAKY GROUND
By K. Yang et al.

DEPARTMENTS

1223 EDITORIAL
Harassment in science is real By Robin E. Bell and Lora S. Koenig

1350 WORKING LIFE
An unexpected career resource By Aliyah M. Weinstein
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